
cancelled 

(That’s the theme; it’s not really cancelled) 

at 

The     Little Planet  

Science fiction festival, 2015 

At our place, Cottesloe, Monday the 28th December 2015 

 

Sometimes a really great science fiction idea comes along and is born into a series.   The 

casting is good; the team works well together, the direction is spot on.  You can watch the 

first episode and know that the series is destined to go on for many seasons. 

And then it doesn’t.  It stops.  It gets cancelled. 

Why?  How can a great show get cancelled?  Often the reason comes from beyond the show 

itself.  Ratings affect decisions made by executives who don’t actually know the show first 

hand, or care.  Sometimes a show is ahead of its time, which is arguably a good thing for a 

science fiction series…..but also a liability.   

This year, three great shows which really, really should have had a second season.  Never 

did.  Maybe never will.  Should, still. 

Sean Burke, December 2015 

 

Firefly  Firefly is a space 

western set in a solar system with 

multiple suns and terraformed planets.  

Fox cancelled Joss Wheedon’s baby 

before the end of its first season in 2003, 

earning it the unending ire of fans.  We 

will watch the first double episode, which 

introduces the characters, relationships 

and worlds they live in.   



Journeyman    Journeyman (2007) uses the time travel 

device but in a novel way.  Our time traveller isn’t in control of his jumps, and they 

thus cause great confusion and trouble 

for him in his ‘normal’ life.  Time travel 

itself allows for an infinite array of 

possibilities; the random nature of the 

Journeyman time jumps would have 

underpinned any number of 

developments in further seasons. Rather 

randomly cancelled instead. 

The lost room   

In this 2006 miniseries, space, rather than 

time, has a hole in it.  The things that fall 

out of that hole don’t fit into the real 

world properly, and cause little mayhems.  

The series wasn’t intended to have a 

second innings, but it was so full of 

possibilities that it could have continued 

quite happily.  Didn’t. 

Programme 

Mon 28 Dec  ( come for the whole day, just a part, a meal, or just for a swim, pop in as you like ) 

Late Lunch  from about 3pm.  Please bring a plate to share.  Bathers, too, as you like. 

FIREFLY from 4.30-6pm 

Dinner   from around 6pm. 

JOURNEYMAN  from 7-8pm. 

Second Dinner from around 8pm 

THE LOST ROOM FROM 9-10pm.  

Dessert   Mmmm.  There’ll be apple crumble and ice cream. 

Swim   Well, why not. 

At 22 Marine Parade, Cottesloe    0449 025167  Seandavidburke.perth@gmail.com 

RSVP if you can, to allow for enough chairs, cushions and sausages.    All rated M.  No kiddies. 

mailto:Seandavidburke.perth@gmail.com

